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【 Outline of survey 】

Humanoid is human-form robot that can walk on biped and stand up with arms if it falls down and

becomes new research target where Japan leads the world in the advanced robotics field. This

research aims to show the system design and implementation of life-size humanoid as the research

platform for intelligent robotics by integrating the intelligent robot kernel with high level technologies

such as visual auditory, distributed tactile sensing and whole-body action control,and to extend the

research on its human interactive behaviors. The humanoid is designed to have functions to know

where humans are through its sensors and how it generates reactions through estimating the

intentions of human actions. It includes important tasks such as to perform safe and cooperative

reactions against any motions that human apply directly and indirectly to the humanoid. In this

research, the whole system architecture of the intelligent life-size humanoidand the implementation of

the fundamental kernel systems for future humanoids are presented with experiments where they can

behave aound human safely and support humans interactively.

【 Expected results 】

The research result includes the total system design of the intelligent robot kernels for life-size

humanoid and its implementation for the common humanoid platform developed in Humanoid Robot

National Project of METI, Japan. The humanoid platform aims to support both the academic research

fields and the social application fields as the common vehicle for research and development. It will

help to develop not only the filed of robotics but also the field of artificial intelligence and cognitive

psychology where humans becomes research target, and the production of the intelligent robotics

research originated from Japan provides the common property for the future of the world.
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